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To Whom This May Concern:

The Global diaspora has been watching the story of slavery, rape and robbery of
African countries and their resources for many years now. Despite being the 6th largest
supplier of Uranium in the entire World, Niger also ranks as the 7th poorest countries in the
entire World.

We have watched countless videos of innocent African men, women and children
suffering extremely unreasonable living conditions because of the color of their skin. Aside
from the fact that Africans have been given custodianship over some of the World’s most
sought after resources, Africans have been denied the right to simple things such as food,
clothing and shelter because foreign countries have not been citizens of these prosperous
lands. So we watch the robbery of resources leave the African continent leaving the people,
homeless, without water, begging for food, begging for education, safety and the ability to
worship freely which is a grave Human Right Violation, cultural violation and traditional
violation at a time when the United Nations seeks to suspend these rights.

We are seeing our family on the continent suffer like we have seen black faces
suffer all over the World in this global tyrannical system designed to inflict pain on Africans
daily with no consequence in sight.



Foreign countries get to steal resources while %40 of the country relies on foreign aid. The
refugee camps are failing, they never issue Identification cards for refugees like the website says
they do, so the people cannot travel safely. Natural resources leave the country to create jobs for
foreign lands, so the people have no jobs, Germany has suspended a 2 year package. The World
Bank has halted payments further inflicting the pain on the citizens of Niger and everyone expects
the citizens to rest and relax. Nigeria, which supplies 70% of Niger's electricity needs, cut off
the power supply to Niger, leading to a complete halt in electricity. The Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS) announced the cessation of all commercial
activities with Niger. The Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO) froze all of Niger's
assets due to the coup.

We are seeing a global game of torture for one of the richest countries in the World and a
lack of respect for the citizens who were fortunate enough to be born on this land. It is inhumane
and we cannot support the sanctions on our beloved Niger with no negotiations in place for
development.

Our ancestors have been awakened and we are noticing quickly who is really fighting for Human
Rights on this global stage. The animals are the people who are robbing and stealing the resources
and doing their best to keep Africans poor and it is a disgrace to humanity.

We support and love our Niger family and we see how the system is set up to destroy humanity.

We cannot support sanctions on our people, we support peace talks and negotiations for a
better World. A World that believes in truly loving each other. A World where Niger can benefit off
of their God Given lands resources. The global diaspora looks forward to working with you.
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